Mailbox Messages: No pagination

When the number of messages in the mailbox exceeds the number set to display (regardless of the number set to display) no pagination tool appears so it is impossible to see the rest of the messages.

This is for read or unread messages.

It's happening on my live site, and it is also found in a fresh 3.0 installation under MAMP on my local machine.

It's a show-stopper!

UPDATE: a clue

So in Look n Feel=> General Layout
I turned off "Hide pagination when there is only one page"

and went back to the mailbox. Now it's showing

"page 1/1"

So it's not showing pagination tools to see more messages because it has concluded it is already showing them ALL.

So something can't count or can't subtract or has the wrong rule.

Solution
fixed in 23100

Backported to 3 in r24380 by luci.
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I was unable to reproduce this in 3, but I found a related bug. In trunk, things seem to work fine. Are you able to reproduce this bug in Tiki 4 or trunk?
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